Motion to approve keyholders for
SORO NC mailbox and storage
Agenda Item:

GB021915-2

Date:

February 19, 2015

Proposed By:

Doug Fitzsimmons

Full Proposal
The Department of Neighborhood Empowerment (DONE) has recommended that
NCs have a policy in place for authorized holders of keys for things like storage
lockers, mailboxes, etc.
It’s important that we have some redundancy in the event the primary keyholder is
unavailable.
This is a proposed change to our standing rules and requires a simple majority to
pass.

Proposed Motion
To add the following to the NC’s standing rules:
Doug Fitzsimmons
President

I.

Kevin Gres

Keys may be requested by the following:
a.

NC Mailbox: all Executive Committee members; Chair(s) and ViceChair(s) of the Land Use committee (up to two).

b.

NC Storage: all Executive Committee members; the Chair(s) and ViceChair(s) of Outreach, Green Team, and Public Safety committees (up to
two each).

Vice-President

Terrence Gomes
Treasurer

Beth Hirsch
Secretary

II.
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Prior to obtaining a key, Boardmember keyholders must agree to the following:
a.

Keyholders must return their key(s) to the Executive committee within 10
days of leaving the Neighborhood Council or stepping down as
Committee Chair.

b.

Keyholders are personally liable for any costs (including lock
replacement) associated with losing their key(s) or failure to return a key
within the timeline above.

Considerations
Committee review:

Votes For: 3

Against: 0

(highly recommended)

Amount previously allocated in Committee's working budget:
(applies to funding motions only)

$

Arguments for:

Arguments against:

The motion clarifies who may have keys
and what their liability may be.

Expanding the number of keyholders
increases the likelihood that a key will
be lost.

Ensures that there is some level of
redundancy.

Will require that the Executive
committee tracks who has what key.
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Motion to Spend $2600 to Trim &
Maintain 17 Chinese Elm Trees Planted
by SORO Along S. Robertson Blvd.
Agenda Item:

GB021915-6

Date:

February 19, 2015

Proposed By:

Green Team Committee

Full Proposal
According to a report written by arborist Pieter Severynen, (See attached #1), the 17
Chinese Elms that the South Robertson Neighborhoods Council planted in 2012
along S. Robertson Blvd. need to be trimmed and shaped, and their stakes and
plastic trunk guards removed. Young trees should be trimmed and shaped two years
after planting. They were planted three years ago (Phase I), so they are now due for
trimming. (Phase II )
Arborist Severynen, lives in Soro and will oversee the trimming at no charge, if there
are no conflicts with his schedule. The trimming will be done by Moreno’s Five Star
Tree Service, Inc. (Estimate attachment #2 and BTRC #3) Trimming permits #4, and
waiver of liability #5, by The Department of Urban Forestry are also attached.
Doug Fitzsimmons
President

Kevin Gres
Vice-President

Terrence Gomes

Proposed Motion
That the South Robertson Neighborhoods Council hire Moreno’s Five Star Tree
Service to trim and maintain the 17 Chinese Elms planted in 2012 along South
Robertson Blvd. at a cost of $ 2600 thus completing Phase II of a two phase project.

Treasurer

Beth Hirsch
Secretary

Considerations
Committee review:

Votes For:

Against: 0

(highly recommended)

Amount previously allocated in Committee's working budget:
(applies to funding motions only) Community Improvement
Arguments for:
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If the trees are not shaped and
maintained now, they will grow poorly
and ill-formed.
SORONC knew that they would have to
be trimmed when initially planted

Arguments against:
None

$7500
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Paula Waxman <paulawaxman@soronc.org>

Newly Planted Chinese Elms along S. Robertson Blvd.
Pieter Severynen <pietersev100@gmail.com>
To: Paula Waxman <paulawaxman@soronc.org>

Fri, Oct 17, 2014 at 10:47 AM

Hi Paula,
Thank you for asking. I took a look at the Chinese elms. You are right, they have done well, and they need
care. Actually they needed it already one or two years ago. Usually, after planting street trees you want to
give them a checkup within one or two years and structural pruning within three-four years or so. Purpose of
the structural pruning is to shape the trees (as in single trunk or open vase) decide on framework (primary,
secondary branches) and guide their future growth and looks. It is one of the most important prunings the
trees can have. The city of Los Angeles probably will never get around to do it, claiming lack of money. The
elms already show major problems developing that if uncorrected will negatively affect the trees for their
lifetimes. That includes narrow V-crotches, narrow branch attachments and structurally weak spots;
co-dominant trunks where vertical trunks are too close together which will create problems and difficult
maintenance later on; too close horizontal branches; vertical and lateral branches that are growing towards
and will stick out in the street and be torn off by buses and trucks if below 12 feet;,and so on.
If the city gets the job, does it with city crews or farms it out, or you let the average tree trimmer decide how to
prune, they will do the wrong job and not establish a clear structure, especially since the city sets a low pay
rate and the tree trimmers have to work very fast. Most tree trimmers are afraid to properly restore a tree, or
to apply the structural pruning the tree should have, because it involves thinking, judging, removing quite a bit
of wood; e.g. they cannot bring themselves to keep the thinner upright trunk but cut off the thick but too close
crooked one; or to cut off a perfectly good branch that you know will ultimately hang out over the street at too
low an elevation. But if the corrective pruning does not happen now, the tree will never develop the proper
structure. I could write the pruning specs and show the tree trimmer chosen exactly how we want the tree
shaped; that might be a good idea. In all but one tree that I looked at it would be no problem to establish a
dominant leader trunk; in that one case it would be possible but not easy.
The city of West Hollywood has done a good job of pruning their Chinese elms along Santa Monica Blvd.
They did not have quite enough sideways room on a fairly narrow sidewalk and they elected to use the central
leader type (only one straight trunk up, no competition for most of the way, to the extent possible; the trees
still want to twist and turn and assume a weeping form) instead of a wide spreading tree with multiple vertical
branches; their trees grew amazingly fast. This as opposed say to Culver City which let its Chinese elms grow
in a wide open vase model (but that is on residential streets). I am sure that if West Hollywood had had more
room they would have let their trees grow a little wider, but they made the right call. I would do exactly the
same with the Robertson elm trees as West Hollywood did and at least send them off on the right path, even
if they never get pruned again.
Now the hard part: do I know a good tree trimmer? I am going through my files and will let you know.
The tree trimmers need clear instructions and the trees need:
*the stakes removed
*the plastic guards at the bottom removed
*checking for any injuries and correction if necessary
*consistent pruning to central leader model
*removal or severe size reduction of all competing and codominant trunks
*removal or severe size reduction of all branches that would grow into the street if unchecked
*establishing primary and secondary horizontal branches
*after pruning most anyone should be able to recognize and identify the pruning as central leader model
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Best,
Pieter Severynen
Landscape Architect and Consulting Arborist
[Quoted text hidden]

-Pieter Severynen
Landscape Architect & Consulting Arborist
310.838.6744
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BID
INVOICE

Fivestartree.com
South Robertson Neighborhoods Council

Name:
Address:
City:

E-MAIL:

03

Attn: Paula Waxman

P.O. box 35836

Los Angeles

Phone:

12

DATE

310-559-2552
Pwmw100@yahoo.com

ITEM#

CA

State:

ZIP:

90035

FAX:
Referred by:

Larry Hess

DESCRIPTION

Bid for tree services.
Referred by:
Re: S. Robertson new Chinese Elm project
17 New small Chinese Elm trees planted along Robertson Blvd. between Cadillac
and Cattaragus, and side streets.
Remove tree stakes that are no longer needed
Remove the plastic guard at the bottom of the trees.
17 Chinese Elm trees to be pruned for correction under received guidelines and
instructions.
Debris Hauled away.
FEIN 43-2097841
LA,TR #0000804413-0001-1

Order taken by:

Jesus Rio Moreno

TOTAL

$ 2,600.00

2014

Motion to spend up to $340 to buy and
replace Hami Garden equipment.
Agenda Item:

GB021915-7

Date:

February 19, 2015

Proposed By:

Paula Waxman and Green Team

Full Proposal
The Hami Garden was planted on the campus of Hamilton High School in 2009 by
students, neighbors, and Soronc Board members and paid for with a grant from the
City of LA and the SORONC. It has grown to become an important part of the
community and campus life for students interested in the environment, weather,
biology, sustainability, food production, and social responsibility.
The garden is open after school on Tuesdays, and Saturday mornings to both
students and neighbors. Produce grown in the garden is eaten by the workers and
what is left over is taken to the SOVA food pantry on Pico.

Doug Fitzsimmons
President

Kevin Gres
Vice-President

Terrence Gomes
Treasurer

Beth Hirsch
Secretary

Student clubs have grown up around the use of the garden: Nevians, a
scholarship/community service club uses the garden as a way to do community
service, the Environmental Club, uses it to study the interdependency of the plants,
insects, animals, and the environment, and the Garden Club studies the challenges
of raising crops with all its variables. The garden sensitizes the students to the
challenges farmers face: last year it was a persistent aphid infestation and this year
we had our first experience with mice.
Each year, the students raise around $300-$500 through sale of seeds, cuttings,
worms, and compost bins. The Master Gardener teaches garden classes and
donates part of the proceeds to purchase seeds and equipment that need replacing
immediately.
This neighborhood council grant will go toward replacing worn out equipment, certain
types of tools to accommodate changing conditions in the garden and the growing
number of volunteers. This year, the equipment we would like to purchase is as
follows (quotes attached) :
A. The Home Depot
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$238.86

B. Smart & Final (4 Huskee Haulers @ 9.80 ea.)

39.20

C. Deer Block Netting to cage beds

51.55
________

Total

$329.61

Proposed Motion
To spend up to $340.00 to purchase equipment for the Hami Garden. These
purchases will, replace equipment that has worn out and add new equipment to
accommodate new challenges and the growing number of student volunteers.

Considerations
Committee review:

Votes For: 7

Against: 0

(highly recommended)

Amount previously allocated in Committee's working budget:

$ 7500

This would come from the category of Community Improvement

Arguments for:

Arguments against:

The garden is educational not only
for students but also the community, and
beneficial to our local food bank

There may be other worthwhile
environmental programs which could be
funded but which have not yet come to
the attention of the Green Team.
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Fresh Fruit on Fridays for Shenandoah
Street Elementary School - $3952.00
Agenda Item:

GB021915-8

Date:

February 19,2015

Proposed By:

Barry E. Levine

Full Proposal
Fresh Fruit on Friday provides a taste of some type of fresh produce. A short
summary of it’s nutritional value, the geography where it is grown, and something
about the farmer is relayed over the intercom to all the students before the product is
given out on the school yard. This is the fifth year for funding and the program is
greatly appreciated by all at Shenandoah Street Elementary School.
The cost is $3952.00 and is in the Education Committee budget.

Proposed Motion.
South Robertson Neighborhoods Council will fund $3952.00 for Fresh Fruit on
Fridays at Shenandoah Street Elementary School. The program will run for nineteen
weeks beginning in the spring of 2015.
Doug Fitzsimmons
President

Kevin Gres

Considerations

Vice-President

Terrence Gomes
Treasurer

Aimee Zeltzer
Secretary
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Committee review:

Votes For:

Against:

(highly recommended)

Amount previously allocated in Committee's working budget:

$3700.

(applies to funding motions only)

Arguments for:

Arguments against:

This is a good program to help fight
childhood obesity in a community that is
under served by other programs

It uses money that could be used
elsewhere and for other good causes

This program educates students on good
nutrition and healthy eating.

It only serves one group within
SORONC

Motion for $1750 to Sponsor
CPR/AED/First Aid Classes for SORO
Agenda Item:

GB021915-9

Date:

February 19, 2015

Proposed By:

Michael Lynn

Full Proposal
As part of an overall SORO NC Emergency Preparedness Plan and the Public Safety
Committee’s “Neighborhood Team Program” (NTP), it is important that a number of
stakeholders be trained in CPR, Child CPR, Automated External Defibrillator (AED), and
First Aid.
In a major emergency or disaster where first responders and medical professionals
may be overwhelmed, these classes would train residents to perform potentially lifesaving rescue and medical care. Training and skills could also prove critical to
potentially saving someone’s life during non-disaster situations. A certified
instructor(s) would demonstrate and train participants in basic first aid techniques,
CPR for adults and infants, and proper use of an AED. Participants that complete the
training course will obtain American Heart Association certification.
Doug Fitzsimmons
President

Kevin Gres
Vice-President

Terrence Gomes
Treasurer

Aimee Zeltzer
Secretary

The Public Safety Committee would schedule 2 classes for (up to) 50 total
participants, tentatively scheduled for April 25 and 26, 2015. SORO NC would
cover the costs of instruction and necessary supplies, while the participant
would provide their own or purchase an Instruction Manual ($18), if desired.
In 2012, SORO NC sponsored three CPR/Child CPR/First Aid/AED classes that were
very successful and highly praised. Within a month, one of the participants was able
to use his skills and assist in the saving of a life. 2014 classes were equally popular.
Proposed Motion
To fund $1750 for the SORO NC to sponsor and fund CPR/Child CPR/AED/First Aid
classes for up to 50 Participants.
Considerations
Committee review:

Votes For: 4

Against: 0

(highly recommended)

Amount previously allocated in Committee's working budget:

$

(applies to funding motions only)
South Robertson
Neighborhoods Council

Arguments for:

Arguments against:

PO Box 35836
Los Angeles, CA 90035

Classes in 2012 and 2014 were popular
and well attended.

Will require outreach to attract
participants.

Skills can help save a life at any time.
Previous attendee helped save a life.

Limited to 50 participants.

This training is part of the 2011 NTP plan
that the General Board voted to approve.

Funds can be used elsewhere.
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Participation Diversification Act
Agenda Item:

GB021915-10

Date:

February 19, 2015

Proposed By:

Kevin Gres

Full Proposal
SORONC is founded upon active civic participation. Our neighborhoods elected us to
represent their interests in the face of local political pressure and practical
indifference from many city officials.
One very important aspect of this civic duty, is our attendance at Board Meetings, the
complete allocation of NPG funds by the end of the fiscal year, and the introduction
of motions.
Board Member participation in these three respects is, regrettably, highly
disproportionate.
In an effort to foster more diverse board participation and accountability, SORONC
hereby moves to amend the bylaws as such:

Doug Fitzsimmons
President

Kevin Gres
Vice-President

Terrence Gomes
Treasurer

Beth Hirsch
Secretary
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(Note: changes to the NC Bylaws requires a supermajority (2/3) of the
Boardmembers present and are subject to approval by the Department of
Neighborhood Empowerment).

Proposed Motion
Effective no sooner than July 1, 2015, to change relevant passages of the SORO NC
Bylaws to reflect the following:
I.

Attendance records will be posted on a monthly basis on SORONC.ORG;

II.

Each Board Member must present one Neighborhood Purpose Grant (NPG)
per fiscal year;

III.

Each Board Member must present one motion per fiscal year;

IV.

Co-sponsoring a motion will not count towards this obligation.

V.

Any Board Member that is not in compliance with the Participation
Diversification Act will be subject to removal based on a supermajority vote of
the Executive Committee. No notice need be given prior to the Executive
Committee’s action for removal. It is the responsibility of each Board Member
to comply with these bylaws and remain in good standing.

Considerations
Committee review:

Against:

Amount previously allocated in Committee's working budget:
(applies to funding motions only)

City of Los Angeles Certified
Neighborhood Council

Votes For: 0

(highly recommended)

$

Arguments for:

Arguments against:

It is important that every Boardmember is Could result in frivolous motions and/or
participating and active so that the burden irresponsible grants.
of motion-writing doesn’t fall to a small
group of people.
Boardmembers should be engaged
enough with their constituents to develop
at least one NPG per year.
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DONE may not approve the removal
process.
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